**Information package 2**

- Clopidogrel fact sheet developed by MG and JMW
- Warfarin reversal guidelines [28]
- Pharmacological rate versus rhythm control fact sheet (developed by JMW and MG)
- Using Warfarin in Practice handout (developed by JMW)

**Academic detailing session 2**

- *Prompts 1 to 3:* Discussion and feedback on expert decisional feedback
- *Prompt 4:* Discussion on aspirin and clopidogrel
  - ACTIVE-W [42] and ACTIVE-A studies [46] and chronic and paroxysmal atrial fibrillation
- *Prompt 5:* Drug interventions and INR control—discussion of guidelines
- *Prompt 6:* Completion of de-identified patient pro forma for referral to expert decisional support panel

**Expert feedback 2**

- De-identified patient summary and expert feedback via mail

ACTIVE-W=Atrial fibrillation clopidogrel trial with irbesartan for prevention of vascular events-warfarin; ACTIVE-A= Atrial fibrillation clopidogrel trial with irbesartan for prevention of vascular events-aspirin; INR = international normalised ratio.